The FREE CLOSURES FOR A YEAR
entry requirements are a snap!
Your concept must be original and able to use an existing Silgan Stock Closure on its
packaging. Not sure what type of closure you need? No worries — we can help!

HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT CLOSURE
Closures do more than keep containers from spilling. They also keep products safe, aesthetically appealing
and convenient to use. Whether you have questions about sealing properties, removal torque or tamper evidence,
Silgan’s in-house experts can walk you through the process of protecting your product.

STEP 1: PROCESS

STEP 2: SIZE

STEP 3: COLOR

STEP 4: CONTAINER
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This secondary process typically occurs after
cold-press processing. The sealed package is
placed in a pressured water bath to deactivate
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Similar to the aseptic process, but not used for
shelf-stable content. Instead, the product must
be refrigerated throughout its shelf life.

Another thermal process for high-acid products.
The filled and capped container is heated with hot
water and/or steam in a pasteurizer, then cooled.
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A shelf-stable process where products are
processed at an ultra-high temperature then
rapidly cooled. The package is filled and sealed
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The product is thermally processed, then
cooled and filled in a conventional filling
operation requiring less sterility than aseptic fill.
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This is a thermal process for shelf stability of
high-acid products, in which the product’s high
temperature sterilizes the packaging.
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CARBONATED

The process of carbonation is created when water
is infused with carbon dioxide gas under pressure,
causing bubbles to form. The temperature of water
at carbonation is also critical. Using near-freezing
temperatures (32 degrees Fahrenheit or 0 degrees
Celsius) will hold five times as much CO2 as water
that’s carbonated at 140 degrees F (60 degrees C).

